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Microarray dataription factor (TF) binding sites may introduce a large number of potentially
erroneous regulatory associations into models of transcriptional regulatory networks. We have used a two-
step expression similarity strategy to distinguish between likely and unlikely regulatory associations for TFs
located between divergently transcribed genes in the yeast genome. Most regulatory associations of
divergently transcribed genes could be assigned to either high-conﬁdence (HC) or low-conﬁdence (LC)
groups. In support of our result, we found that most of the previously characterized regulatory associations
reported in the literature fell into the HC group rather than the LC group. Moreover, genomic distance
analysis showed that TF binding sites tend to be located in relative proximity to the gene that is most likely to
be regulated by this TF. Finally, removal of low-conﬁdence (i.e., most probably erroneous) regulatory
associations from the transcriptional regulatory network barely affected its basic architecture.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionTo understand the mechanisms of regulating transcription, it is
necessary to identify transcription factors (TFs) and their binding sites
(TFBSs) within the genome. Various genetic and biochemical techni-
ques, including ChIP-on-chip technology [1], have beenwidely used in
the identiﬁcation of TF binding sites of gene promoter regions across
the genome. In 2001, Simon et al. [2] identiﬁed the binding sites of nine
cell-cycle TFs in yeast, and Lee et al. [3] later systemically analyzed the
genome-wide locations of binding sites for 106 yeast TFs. In 2004, the
binding sites of 203 TFswere determinedunder various environmental
conditions [4]. The information related to these binding sites has been
used to analyze themechanisms of transcriptional regulation [5,6], and
has been further collected into transcription factor databases, such as
TRANSFAC [7], YEASTRACT [8], and SCPD [9].
Since intergenic distances in the yeast genome are not very large,
the region between two divergently transcribed genes inevitably
contains the promoters of both genes. We extracted all the genomic
binding sites of the two transcription factors Gal4 and Step12 from the
experiments of Young and co-workers [1]. In these data, we found that
11 out of 45 promoters bound by Gal4, and 6 out of 39 promoters
bound by Step12, are located between two divergently transcribed
genes. For large-scale genome-wide ChIP-on-chip data [3,4], we found
that 35% of the sites bound by one or more TF were located upstreamResearch Group, Institute of
eijing, 100190, China. Y. Zhao,
se Academy of Sciences, Datun
5.ibp.ac.cn (R. Chen).
l rights reserved.of two divergently transcribed genes, indicating that a large fraction of
the TF binding sites fall within this type of regions. However, once a TF
binds to such a region, the ChIP-on-chip data do not enable us to
distinguish which of the two divergently transcribed genes is really
regulated by the mentioned TF, or whether both of them are.
Therefore, a considerable number of the annotated regulatory
associations between TFs and regulated genes may actually be
incorrect. If these genome-wide location data are assembled into
transcriptional regulatory networks [5,6] and incorporated into
transcription factors databases [8], they could bias the analysis,
leading to ﬂawed conclusions regarding their biological functions.
A number of studies have utilized expressional correlations
between TFs and their target regulatory genes in order to assess the
regulatory annotations from ChIP-on-chip data [1,10]. For example, in
the supporting web sites of two subsequent studies reporting results
from ChIP-on-chip technology [3,4], the authors recommend that the
gene expression data could be used to qdisciplineq the data of
divergently transcribed genes, which was also done in their previous
study on the two TFs [1]. Other studies focused on evaluating ChIP-
on-chip genomic location data also based their analysis on the
correlation between a TF and its candidate regulated genes [10].
Boulesteix and Strimmer [10] used a statistical approach to infer true
transcription factor activities from a combination of mRNA expression
and DNA-protein binding measurements. However, the noise in the
expressiondata and the fact that a genemaybe regulated by several TFs
affect the accuracy of such predictions. As a consequence, these
procedures areonlyable to assess a part of such regulatoryassociations.
The present report describes a new strategy designed to ﬁlter out
erroneous regulatory associations from divergently transcribed genes.
The strategy is based on the expressional correlations among the
317L. Chen et al. / Genomics 92 (2008) 316–321target genes regulated by the same TF, and involves two steps (see
Supplementary Figure 1): In the ﬁrst step we identiﬁed reliable target
genes for each TF and calculated their average co-expression levels
under different experimental conditions. These co-expression levels
can be considered as a co-expression proﬁle (Proﬁle 1) of all the target
genes for a speciﬁc TF, and to some extent reﬂect the regulatory effects
of this TF on its target genes. In the second step, for each of the
divergently transcribed genes bound by a speciﬁc TF, we calculated the
co-expression levels between this candidate gene and the reliable
target genes of the same TF (Proﬁle 2) under the same set of
experimental conditions. Proﬁle 2 reveals the regulatory effects of this
TF on the candidate gene. If the TF actually regulates the expression of
the candidate gene, a strong correlation between the two proﬁles
would be expected. Thus, the correlation between the two proﬁles
reﬂects the probability with which the TF may be regulating the
candidate gene. A similar idea has employed for the detection of co-
operational relations among multiple TFs [11].
Our approach has two advantages compared to previous studies.
First, our method calculates the average expressional correlations
among multiple genes regulated by the same TF. It does not just
depend on expressional correlations between single TF-gene pairs,
and therefore should be more robust. Second, taking into account the
variation in the expression of genes under different conditions
will collect more information concerning the relationship between
TFs and the regulated genes, and hence will lead to being more
able to distinguish between correct and erroneous regulatory
annotations.
This study reports on the assessment of the reliability of
transcriptional annotations of the divergently transcribed genes
through the above described method. The results were validated
through comparison with the available literature. The correlation
between the TF binding sites and the reliability of the regulatory
associations were also assessed. Furthermore, the effects of low-
conﬁdence (i.e., likely incorrect) regulatory association on the motifs
of the transcriptional regulatory network were examined.
Results
Disciplining divergently transcribed genes with microarray data
In total we identiﬁed 1274 divergently transcribed gene pairs
whose commonpromoter regions were bound by 1 to 27 different TFs.
If a TF binds to the common promoter region of a divergently
transcribed gene pair, this TF and each gene of this gene pair constitute
a potential regulatory association, which need to be assessed by our
method. Altogether we found 2901 candidate regulatory association
pairs, corresponding to 5802 candidate regulatory associations. Our
method requires a set of established regulatory associations for each
TF. However, at present only a limited number of established
regulatory associations between yeast TFs and their target genes are
available in the literature. Therefore, we extracted regulatory associa-
tions from nondivergently transcribed genes of the ChIP-on-chip data
from Young's group [3,4] (see Materials and Methods) and named
these “reliable associations” (RA). A two-step correlation value was
calculated for each candidate regulatory association (seeMaterials and
Methods).
Depending on whether this two-step correlation value was above
or below the given threshold (seeMaterials and Methods), a regulatory
association was deﬁned as being either high-conﬁdence (HC) or low-
conﬁdence (LC). A total of 2572 (44.4%) of the 5802 candidate
regulatory associations fell within the HC group and 2172 (37.4%)
within the LC group, while the remaining 1058 (18.2%) were referred
as nonassigned due to the lack of expression proﬁles or of
corresponding RA data. The 2901 candidate regulatory association
pairs could be categorized into three groups. Group 1 contains 696
pairs (24%) for which both regulatory associations were assigned tothe HC group, suggesting that the corresponding TF may be regulating
both of the divergently transcribed genes. Group 2 contains 914
(31.5%) pairs, within which only one regulatory association of each
pair was assigned to the HC group and the other to the LC group.
Hence around half of the annotated regulatory associations in this
group are probably incorrect. The remaining 1291 (44.5%) pairs fell
into Group 3, in which both regulatory associations of a pair were
either assigned as LC or nonassigned.
Experimental evidence for high conﬁdent regulatory associations
To evaluate our method, we collected well-studied and experi-
mentally veriﬁed regulatory associations of six cell cycle TFs and their
target genes (see Materials and Methods). Of the 27 regulatory
associations also found in our data, 23 (85%) fell in the HC group,
while only 4 (15%) fell in the LC group, thus, most of veriﬁed
regulatory associations were assigned as “high conﬁdence” regula-
tory associations, indicating that our method is able to identify true
regulatory relationships. Furthermore, we downloaded a large set of
curated regulatory associations in Saccharomyces cerevisiae from the
database YEASTRACT (see Materials and Methods) [8]. Of the
regulatory associations downloaded from this database, 683 have
been assigned as HC or LC associations in our analysis. Of the 2572
HC and 2172 LC regulatory associations in our results, a signiﬁcantly
(p-valueb9×10−30 by Fisher's Exact Test) higher number of HC
(19.6%) than LC (8.2%) regulatory associations were supported by the
experimental evidence. The above data thus all strongly suggest that
our evaluation of candidate regulatory associations from divergently
transcriptional gene pairs accords with results from traditional
experimental work.
TF binding site location bias of divergently transcribed genes
Transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) commonly show signiﬁ-
cant positional preferences relative to the transcriptional start sites of
human genes, and TFBSs of bidirectional promoters exhibit less
positional speciﬁcity than that of unidirectional promoters [12]. We
therefore investigated the positional preferences of TFBSs relative to
the transcriptional start sites of divergently transcribed genes in yeast.
In order to do so, we downloaded TFBS data with “moderate
conservation” cutoff and p-value of 0.005 from Harbison et al. [4].
The distance from the TFBS to a gene (TFBS distance) was calculated as
the number of base pairs from the center of the TFBS to the
transcriptional start site of the gene. If multiple TFBSs corresponded
to one TF, the positional center of these TFBSs was taken to represent
the binding site of the TF. Only TFBS distances smaller than 2 kb were
considered for analysis.
TFBS distance information was established for 1389 candidate
regulatory association pairs. For the 498 pairs with one regulatory
association in the HC group and the other in the LC group, the average
TFBS distance for the regulatory associations in the HC group (363 bp,
SD 244 bp) was much smaller than that in the LC group (466 bp, SD
315 bp). These results suggest that in divergently transcriptional gene
pairs, the TF binds closer to the gene it actually regulates.
Moreover, in order to obtain detailed information regarding the
positional preferences of TF binding sites, the difference in distance
between the TFBS and the two corresponding divergently transcribed
genes was calculated for each regulatory association pair. For pairs
with both regulatory associations falling in the HC group (i.e., HC/HC),
the cumulative distribution of distance differences (absolute values)
was signiﬁcantly different (p-value=0.05, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test)
from pairs with one regulatory association in the HC group and the
other in the LC group (i.e., HC/LC), the absolute TFBS distances
differences consistently being larger in HC/LC than in HC/HC pairs
(Fig. 1A). This suggests that when both of the divergently transcribed
genes are regulated by a common upstream TF, the TF binding site
Fig. 1. Distribution of the distances between TFBS and gene transcriptional start sites.
(A) Cumulative distributions of differences in distance between TFBS and two
transcriptional start sites of divergently transcribed genes, for HC/HC pairs and HC/LC
pairs. The cumulative distribution of distance difference of HC/LC pairs being generally
lower than that of HC/HC pairs indicates that a higher proportion of the distance
differences of the HC/LC pairs have larger values. (B) Cumulative distributions of
distances between TFBS and the transcriptional start sites of genes in the RA, HC and LC
groups. The distribution of the LC group is generally lower than that of the RA and HC
groups.
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while when only one of divergently transcribed genes is regulated by
the TF, its binding site tends to be closer to the actually regulated
gene.
To further investigate the effects of the conﬁdence level on the
TFBS distance, we compared the cumulative TFBS distance distribu-
tions for regulatory associations in the RA (nondivergent genes), HC,
and LC groups (Fig. 1B). The TFBS distance distribution of the HC group
was not signiﬁcantly different (p-value=0.40, Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test) from that of the RA group, whereas the TFBS distance distribution
of the LC group was signiﬁcantly different from the two others
(p-value=2.16 × 10−07 and p-value=1.47 × 10−11 for the HC and the RA
comparisons, respectively, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The TFBS
distances in the LC group were generally longer than those in the
two other groups. Our results suggest that, even in the compact yeast
genome, the distance between the cis-regulatory element and core
promoter may inﬂuence the strength and choice of transcriptional
regulatory associations.LC regulatory associations and transcriptional regulatory network motifs
Incorrect regulatory associations may affect the topological
structure of transcriptional regulatory network constructed from
ChIP-on-chip data. Our analysis suggests that divergently transcribed
genes can be divided into regulatory associations with different
conﬁdence levels. To investigate the potential impact of purportedly
incorrect regulatory associations, we progressively removed LC
regulatory associations from the original transcriptional regulatory
network, and examined the numerical changes in six network motifs
in the remaining transcriptional regulatory network. As a control, the
same number of HC regulatory associations were also progressively
removed from the same network (see Materials and Methods). The
changes in number of network motifs resulting from this procedure
were then examined.
The six network motifs examined included autoregulations
(a regulator that binds to its own promoter), multicomponent loops
(a regulatory circuit involves a chain of two or more regulators in
which the last regulator binds the ﬁrst), regulator chains (three or
more regulators acting in sequence), feedforward loops (in its simplest
form a feedforward loop contains a regulator controlling a second
regulator, both regulating a common target gene), single-input motifs
(a single regulator controlling a set of target genes), and multi-input
motifs (a set of three or more regulators acting on a common set of
three or more target genes) [3]. A common characteristic of the ﬁrst
four types of motifs is that they reﬂect the complexity of the
relationships among the regulators, and to some extent represent
the framework of the transcriptional regulatory network. Removing
LC regulatory associations resulted in a much slower decrease in the
numbers of thesemotifs thanwhen the same number of HC regulatory
associations were removed (Figs. 2A–D), indicating that HC and LC
regulatory associations represent very different types of network
edges. The fact that the removal of LC regulatory associations has only
a limited effect on themotifs of the transcriptional regulatory network
suggests that these edges largely represent false regulatory annota-
tions. Because such edges are randomly inserted into the network,
their impact on the overall structure (or framework) of the network is
of minor importance.
The ﬁfth type of network motif, the single-input motif, offers
the potential for a single TF to regulate a subset of genes in a
metabolic pathway [3]. The last type of motif, the multi-input
motif, may potentially be coordinating gene expression under
various conditions [3]. Unlike the ﬁrst four motifs mentioned
above, these latter two types of motifs represent the relationship
between regulators and target genes, and can be seen as
corresponding to the detailed structures of the network. Removal
of HC and LC regulatory associations from the transcriptional
regulatory network had similar impacts on both single-input motifs
and multi-input motifs (Figs. 2E and 2F), showing that introducing
low-conﬁdence (or incorrect) regulatory associations would have an
impact on the detailed structure of the transcriptional regulatory
network.
The results listed above indicate that incorporation of low-
conﬁdence regulatory associations barely affects the overall architec-
ture of the transcriptional regulatory network, while it signiﬁcantly
affects the detailed structure of the network (i.e., the relationships
between TF and its target genes). To some extent, these results suggest
that the transcriptional regulatory network can tolerate a number of
false positive edges without much change to the basic architecture of
the network.
Discussion
To obtain genome-wide gene regulatory data, transcription factor
binding site locations have been examined with ChIP-on-chip
technology [1–4]. When a TF binds to a speciﬁc genomic site located
Fig. 2. Effects caused by the removing of regulatory associations in either LC group or the HC group on six kinds of network motifs. After progressive removal of the same number of
regulatory associations (X-axis indicates the number of remaining regulatory associations after removing) in the LC group (LC out, line with ﬁlled circle) or the HC group (HC out, line
with empty circle) from the transcriptional regulatory network, the numbers of autoregulations (A), multicomponent loops (B), regulator chains (C), feedforward loops (D), single-
input motifs (E), and multi-input motifs (F) were examined.
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ward to determine which of the two genes is regulated by this TF. On
the other hand, assigning the same TF as a regulatory factor of both the
divergently transcribed genes may introduce a number of incorrect
regulatory associations into the transcriptional regulatory networks
constructed from these data. Our study used large-scale microarray
data to evaluate the conﬁdence levels of regulatory annotations of the
divergently transcribed genes. The results were supported by
experimentally validated regulatory relationships reported in the
literature. Moreover, analysis of the TFBSs-gene distance relations as
well as network motifs further supported our evaluations.
The apparent correlation between TFBS proximity and the
conﬁdence level of regulatory associations of divergently transcribed
genes is an interesting observation. Although some have shown that
there is an effect of the distance between a gene and a TFBS,
particularly at very short distances (a few tens of base pairs [13–15]),
effects of longer distances appear not to have been investigated in any
great detail [16]. It is also evident from mammalian studies not only
that cis-regulatory elements may be active over very large distances
(1 Mb or more [17,18]), but also that when cloned in close proximity to
a reporter gene, such distant cis-regulatory elements are able to drive
reporter expression in a way that resembles the endogenous
regulatory structure. Thus, strong effects of TFBS-gene distances are
perhaps not to be expected, and one might assume that the relatively
compact nature of the yeast genome would further preclude any
signiﬁcant role for TFBS-gene distances. Nevertheless, the data
presented here could suggest that intermediate distances (i.e., a fewhundreds of base pairs) might be playing a role in determining the
strength of regulatory associations.
Biological networks are systems constructed from a variety of
large-scale data, such as protein-protein, protein—DNA, and protein-
metabolite interactions, most of which are found to be robust
(reviewed in [19]). Our results show that the overall structure of the
transcriptional regulatory network constructed from the large-scale
ChIP-on-chip data in yeast has the ability to tolerate incorrect
regulatory associations. However, incorporating the less reliable
regulatory associations can signiﬁcantly affect the detailed structures
of the network, and removal of such likely false edges from the




Two sets of genome-wide ChIP-on-chip location data were
obtained from Young's group [3,4] with a threshold of 0.001 [1]. The
ﬁrst dataset contains 107 TFs that bind the promoter regions of 2364
genes, constituting 4359 potential regulatory associations [3]. The
second dataset contains 180 TFs that bind the promoter regions of
3621 genes, forming 11,297 potential regulatory associations [4].
Altogether there were 188 TFs that bound the promoter regions of
4029 genes, constituting a transcriptional regulation network invol-
ving 12,637 potential regulatory associations, of which 5802
Fig. 3. Two-step correlation distributions. Distributions of two-step correlations of RA
group (RA Group) and randomly selected TF-gene pairs (Random).
320 L. Chen et al. / Genomics 92 (2008) 316–321regulatory associations were related to the divergently transcribed
genes and assessed in the above analyses.
Microarray data
We integrated yeast microarray datasets from the Stanford
Microarray Database [20], the Rosetta Compendium data [21], and
the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus [22]. These microarray datasets
were divided into several expression ﬁles according to the
similarities of their experimental conditions. As indicated by a
previous study, even after normalization for microarray datasets,
the average correlations of random gene pairs are not always zero
[23]. Expression ﬁles with average correlations deviating signiﬁ-
cantly from zero may lead to unwanted noise, and we therefore
deleted expression ﬁles whose absolute mean correlation values
were larger than 0.05. Moreover, genes with missing data more
than 50% in each ﬁle were discarded. At last, there were 36
expression ﬁles left, with 7 to 56 experimental data points in each
ﬁle (in total 452 experiment data points). Each expression ﬁle
contains 5397 genes (see Supplementary Material).
Cell cycle regulatory associations
Regulation of the yeast cell cycle has been widely studied in the
past decades. We therefore downloaded experimentally veriﬁed
regulatory associations of six cell cycle TFs collected by Spellman et al.
[20] from the Web site http://genome-www.stanford.edu/cellcycle/
data/rawdata/. Totally, there were 70 cell cycle regulatory associations
that overlapped with the regulatory associations derived from the
ChIP-on-chip data studied in this work. Among these, 27 regulatory
associations fell within the HC or LC groups (see supplementary
material), and the remainder belong to the RA or nonassigned groups.
Regulatory associations from YEASTRACT
In total, 26,484 curated regulatory associations were downloaded
from YEASTRACT [8] (http://www.yeastract.com/) with the parameter
“Documented.” To ensure that the validation data set was indepen-
dent of our input data, we deleted from the YEASTRACT data all
regulatory associations derived from the ChIP-on-chip data [3,4] and
the microarray data (above) utilized in this work. This left us with 683
curated regulatory associations overlapping regulatory associations in
the HC or LC groups.
Two-step correlation calculation
For each TF we ﬁrst obtained the corresponding RA group from the
ChIP-on-chip data. If a TF binding site is located in a promoter region
that only corresponds to a single gene (i.e., nondivergently transcribed
genes), we consider the corresponding regulatory association as being
less ambiguous than a regulatory association of a divergently
transcribed gene. Based on this idea, we extracted regulatory
associations of the nondivergently transcribed genes for all TFs from
the ChIP-on-chip data. We then used the expressional proﬁles from
the microarray data (above) to calculate the expressional correlations
among the nondivergently transcribed genes for each TF. Individual
genes showing a negative average expressional correlation to all other
gene were removed. The regulatory associations corresponding to the
remaining genes were assigned as the “reliable associations” (RA) of
this TF. To reduce the number of false positives, only TFs with more
than 10 RA genes were included in the analysis.
If the binding sites of a TF were located in the common promoter
region of two divergently transcribed genes, this TF and each of the
divergently transcribed genes constitute potential regulatory associa-
tions. A two-step correlation was calculated for each potential
regulatory association. In the ﬁrst step, we extracted all genes in theRA group for a given TF and calculated the average Pearson co-
expression correlation of these genes in each of the 36 expression ﬁles.
For each TF, the average co-expression correlations formed a vector
representing the variation in the level of co-expression of its target
genes. We then extracted each gene from the divergently transcribed
pairs bound by the same TF and calculated the average co-expression
correlation between this gene and all the genes in the RA group in the
same set of expression ﬁles. These average co-expression correlations
in the 36 expression ﬁles formed another vector, which represented
the co-expression level between this gene and the genes in the RA
group. In the second stage of the analysis, a two-step correlation was
obtained by calculating the Pearson correlation between the two
vectors (see Supplementary Figure 1). Candidate regulatory associa-
tions with two-step correlations higher than our pre-set threshold
were assigned to the “high-conﬁdence (HC)” group, whereas those
with correlations lower than the threshold were assigned to the “low-
conﬁdence (LC)” group.
Determination of the two-step correlation threshold
To determine the threshold value for the two-step correlation, we
compared the two-step correlation distributions between regulatory
associations in the RA group and randomly selected TF-gene pairs. The
procedure to calculate the two-step correlation of RA group is as
follows: For a given TF, we took one regulatory association out of its RA
group. The remaining regulatory associations in this RA group were
regarded as a “new” RA group of this TF. Then the two-step correlation
was calculated between this “out” regulatory association and the
“new” RA group. We repeated this process for all the regulatory
associations in this RA group, and then for all TFs; at last we obtained
the two-step correlation distribution of the RA groups for all the TFs.
To calculate the two-step correlation distribution of randomly
selected TF-gene pairs, we created 5000 random TF-gene pairs, by
randomly selecting a TF from all TFs with an RA group, and then
randomly selecting target genes to assign to this TF from the 5397
yeast genes. Two-step correlations were calculated for all the
randomly selected TF-gene pairs. The two-step correlations distribu-
tions of the RA group and randomly selected TF-gene pairs were
plotted (Fig. 3) As shown in the ﬁgure, the two-step correlations
distribution of the randomly selected TF-gene pairs was approxi-
mately symmetric, while for the RA group the distribution was
asymmetric with a peak much higher than that of the randomly
selected TF-gene pairs. As a compromise between false positives and
321L. Chen et al. / Genomics 92 (2008) 316–321false negatives, the cross point (0.2) of these two distributions was
selected as the threshold value. Candidate regulatory associations
with two-step correlation values above this threshold were assigned
as high-conﬁdence (HC), whereas those below it were assigned as
low-conﬁdence (LC).
Removing the regulatory associations from the transcriptional regulatory
network
Each HC or LC regulatory association has a two-step correlation
value, which can be seen as a measure of the reliability of this
regulatory association. The LC regulatory associations were sorted by
their two-step correlation values from lowest to the highest. LC
regulatory associations were removed from the transcriptional
regulatory network according to this order; that is, the least reliable
(or most probably incorrect) regulatory associations were removed
ﬁrst. When the HC regulatory associations were removed from the
transcriptional regulatory network, the most reliable regulatory
associations were removed ﬁrst (that is, the edges with the highest
two-step correlation values).
Software tools and available results
The statistical analysis was performed with the R software [24].
The evaluation results of all the regulatory associations of divergently
transcribed gene pairs are available at http://www.ebiomed.org/pub/
diverg.html.
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